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What is the Advertising?

Advertising is a non-personal form of promotion
that is delivered through selected media outlets

that, under most circumstances, require the
marketer to pay for message placement. 









Importance of Advertising

Worldwide spending on advertising exceeds (US) $400 
billion

Advertising is an important contributor to economic
growth, individual marketing organizations differ on

the role advertising plays







Advertising Agency Functions

•Account Management

•Creative Team

•Researchers

•Media Planners



Account Management

Within an advertising agency the account manager or account
executive is tasked with handling all major decisions related to a
specific client. These responsibilities include locating and negotiating to
acquire clients. Once the client has agreed to work with the agency, the
account manager works closely with the client to develop an
advertising strategy. For very large clients, such as large consumer
products companies, an advertising agency may assign an account
manager to work full-time with only one client and, possibly, with only
one of the client’s product lines. For smaller accounts an account
manager may simultaneously manage several different, though non-
competing, accounts.



Creative Team

The principle role of account managers is to manage the
overall advertising campaign for a client, which often includes
delegating selective tasks to specialists. For large accounts one
task account managers routinely delegate involves generating
ideas, designing concepts and creating the final
advertisement, which generally becomes the responsibility of
the agency’s creative team. An agency’s creative team consists
of specialists in graphic design, film and audio production,
copywriting, computer programming, and much more.



Researchers

Full-service advertising agencies employ market researchers
who assess a client’s market situation, including
understanding customers and competitors, and also are used
to test creative ideas. For instance, in the early stages of an
advertising campaign researchers may run focus group
sessions with selected members of the client’s target market
in order to get their reaction to several advertising concepts.
Researchers are also used following the completion of an
advertising campaign to measure whether the campaign
reached its objectives.



Media Planners
Once an advertisement is created, it must be placed through an
appropriate advertising media. Each advertising media, of which
there are thousands, has its own unique methods for accepting
advertisements, such as different advertising cost structures (i.e.,
what it costs marketers to place an ad), different requirements for
accepting ad designs (e.g., size of ad), different ways placements
can be purchased (e.g., direct contact with media or through third-
party seller), and different time schedules (i.e., when ad will be
run). Understanding the nuances of different media is the role of a
media planner, who looks for the best media match for a client
and also negotiates the best deals.



Types of Advertising

•Product-Oriented Advertising

• Image Advertising

•Advocacy Advertising

•Public Service Advertising







Advertising Trends

•Digital Convergence

•Audience Tracking

•Ad Skipping and Blocking

•Changing Media Choices









Changing Media Choices

Social Media

User Generated Video Sites

Small Screen Video

Mobile Device Apps

RSS Feeds

Podcasting
Online Gaming



The 6 Best Advertising Strategies For Small 
Business

•1. Target your audience.

•2. Measure and track your advertising.

•3. Know when to advertise.

•4. Brand well.

•5. Use your resources well.

•6. Show up in the right places.
















